Social Science is a General Studies degree which means students have the freedom to study within their desired “concentrations” of topics they are most interested in. Discussion with the Advisor will need to happen for the student to choose their concentrations.

The degree requirements are very general:
1. Meet all university graduation requirements
   2. UCORE
      a. Will be fulfilled by an Associate of Arts – Direct Transfer Agreement
   3. College of Arts & Sciences requirements
      a. Foreign language
      b. Additional [SSCI], [HUM] or [ARTS] UCORE course
   4. Major Requirements
      a. 39 credits for major concentrations
      b. Plan A – Primary concentration is 24 credits with 15 cr. at 300-400 level; Secondary concentration 15 credits with 6 cr. at 300-400 level
      c. Plan B – you have three concentrations, each 9 credits and 12 credits of electives

Contact the Office of Admissions for additional information about the Social Science major.